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FROM: Roozbeh Pournader (Google), Deborah Anderson (Script Encoding Initiative, UC Berkeley), Alolita Sharma (Twitter), and Patrick Chew (Change.org)
DATE: 5 February 2015
TITLE: Proposed name changes to Tamil Supplement block characters

Below is a list of name changes to characters in the Tamil Supplement block, with the changes noted in **bold**. The name changes are based on the recommendations of the GoTN-appointed committee as recorded in L2/15-060R and discussions during the February 2015 UTC.

11FD0 TAMIL FRACTION DOWNSCALING FACTOR KIIZH
Change to: TAMIL FRACTION DOWNSCALING FACTOR **KIIL**

11FD2 TAMIL SIGN SUVADU
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **CUVATU**

11FD3 TAMIL SIGN AAZHAAKKU
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **AALAAKKU**

11FD5 TAMIL SIGN MUUVUZHAKKU
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **MUUVULAKKU**

11FD6 TAMIL SIGN PADAKKU
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **PATAKKU**

11FD8 TAMIL SIGN PAISAA
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **PAICAA**

11FDA TAMIL SIGN KAASU
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **KAACU**

11FDD TAMIL SIGN VARAAGAN
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **VARAAKAN**

11FDE TAMIL SIGN BAARAM
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **PAARAM**

11DFD TAMIL SIGN GEJAM
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **KAJAM**

11FE0 TAMIL SIGN KUZHI
Change to: TAMIL SIGN **KULI**

11FE1 TAMIL SIGN VELI
Change to: Tamil sign *Veeli*

11FE8 Tamil sign Mudaliya
Change to: Tamil sign *Mutaliya*

11FE9 Tamil sign Vagaiyaraa
Change to: Tamil sign *Vakaiyaraa*

11FEA Tamil sign Ciranjivi
Change to: Tamil sign *Cirancivi*